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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

At this point, there is simply no question. The COVID shots are an abysmal failure in every way

possible. Again and again, data analyses from around the world show a negative correlation

between “vaccination” rates and worsening infection rates and other health trends.

There’s No Rationale for Passports and Mandates

Among the latest data sets to show this are oIcial statistics from the U.K. government. Its

“National Flu and COVID-19 Surveillance Report: 13 January 2022 (Week 2)”  shows COVID

infection rates in the U.K. are higher among the “fully vaccinated” in all adult cohorts.

Infection growth rates are also rising faster among the fully vaxxed than in unvaccinated cohorts of

all ages. All in all, these data prove that vaccine passports and mandates are completely pointless

and nothing more than a coercion tool. In no way do they reduce infection rates, hospitalizations or

deaths from COVID.

Regardless of how many shots a person has received, they’re still getting infected and transmitting

it. Plus, we know the jabbed are veritable incubators for mutating strains. Everything about this

mass vaccination campaign is detrimental to public health.

Far Higher Infection Rates Among the Fully Jabbed

Using U.K. government data, a Twitter user named Don Wolt created a series of helpful graphs that

he posted January 16, 2022.  The graph below shows the differences in infection rates by age and

vaccination status, and it is really telling.

Across the board, with the exception perhaps of the 80+ age group, the fully jabbed have

signiacantly higher rates of COVID infection, completely decimating the myth that we’re in a

“pandemic of the unvaccinated.” Clearly, that is not the case.

“ ... case rates have been lower in unvaccinated
individuals than the single, double, or even triple-
jabbed since Omicron became the dominant
variant in Scotland. ~ The Herald”

(Wolt clariaes that each bar in this graph represents four weeks of data, obtained from successive

weekly U.K. HSA reports, and the chart illustrates the rates of infection — i.e., the number of

infections per 100,000 people — not absolute numbers. “Vaxxed 2-doses” also includes those who

have received a third booster.)

Infection Rates Rising Faster Among Fully Jabbed

In another graph, you can clearly see how infection rates are also rising faster in fully jabbed

cohorts than in the unvaccinated — and this is not a result of higher vaccination rates.

Here, Wolt determined the growth of the infection rate for each age cohort by comparing the data of

Week 1 against Week 2 in the surveillance report. As you can see by the orange graph bars, the

growth rate of infection among the unvaccinated is relatively cat across age groups, whereas the

infection growth rate among the fully jabbed keeps trending upward with age.

As noted by Wolt, this infection growth rate increase is not due to a tandem increase in the number

of people getting a second or third jab. The data show that the greater an age cohort’s vaccination

rate is, the higher its infection growth rate (i.e., the rate of increase from one week to the next).

Risk of Death Is Extremely Low in Under-50 Age Groups

The January 13, 2022, U.K. COVID surveillance report  does show that, among those aged 50 and

over, the COVID shots appear to lower hospitalization rates and death.

However, anyone under the age of 50 who tests positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection still has an

exceptionally low risk of hospitalization or death, regardless of vaccination status. In those under

the age of 30, the risk of being hospitalized or dying from COVID is “effectively zero,” Wolt notes,

which, again, “makes mandated vaccination utterly unwarranted.”

uk cov2 death

Responding to detractors who point out that the report warns its raw data cannot be used to

estimate vaccine effectiveness, Wolt points out that his graphs are not meant to illustrate vaccine

effectiveness per se. They merely show rate trends between “vaccinated” and unvaccinated, and

these trends clearly invalidate any perceived need for vaccine mandates. Data from Scotland show

more of the same. As reported by The Herald, January 13, 2022:

“Double-jabbed Scots are now more likely to be admitted to hospital with COVID than the

unvaccinated amid an increase in elderly people falling ill due to waning immunity.

It comes amid ‘weird’ data showing that case rates have been lower in unvaccinated

individuals than the single, double, or even triple-jabbed since Omicron became the

dominant variant in Scotland.”

Omicron Forces Media to Rethink What They Report

The COVID pandemic has been all about social engineering, which of course cannot be done

without the full complicity of the mainstream media. In a roundabout way, a January 12, 2022, AP

News article  admits this role:

“For two years, coronavirus case counts and hospitalizations have been widely used

barometers of the pandemic’s march across the world. But the omicron wave is making a

mess of the usual statistics, forcing news organizations to rethink the way they report such

Igures.

‘It’s just a data disaster,’ said Katherine Wu, staff writer who covers COVID-19 for The

Atlantic magazine. The number of case counts soared over the holidays, an expected

development given the emergence of a variant more transmissible than its predecessors.

Yet these counts only reRect what is reported by health authorities. They do not include

most people who test themselves at home, or are infected without even knowing about it.

Holidays and weekends also lead to lags in reported cases.

If you could add all those numbers up — and you can’t — case counts would likely be

substantially higher. For that reason, The Associated Press recently told its editors and

reporters to avoid emphasizing case counts ... Many news organizations are debating how

best to use statistics now during the Omicron surge ...

Hospitalizations and death rates are considered by some to be a more reliable picture of

COVID-19’s current impact on society. Yet even the usefulness of those numbers has been

called into question in recent days. In many cases, hospitalizations are incidental: there are

people being admitted for other reasons and are surprised to Ind they test positive for

COVID.”

Narrative Switch Aimed at Hiding Failures

For those who have been “awake” to the censorship and misleading reporting over the past two

years, this attempt at steering the narrative in a new direction is just laughable.

How could the AP possibly have missed the fact that it’s been a data disaster from the start? And

intentionally so? Case counts were always unreliable, considering the PCR test cannot diagnose an

active infection, and excessive cycle thresholds guaranteed ridiculous amounts of false positives.

COVID hospitalization data were always unreliable, because anyone who tested positive for COVID

was counted as a COVID hospitalization whether they were symptomatic or not. Nothing has

changed in that regard.

The only thing that has changed is that now media are admitting it — pretending that this is a brand-

new development, of course. The same goes for COVID death counts. They were vastly

overcounted from the start, again, because of the reliance on faulty PCR testing.

Media now claim to be moving away from “unreliable” data such as case counts, hospitalizations

and even deaths, and for all the reasons we’ve been highlighting for the past two years. For those

who have paid attention all along, this is clearly an attempt to change the narrative without losing

all credibility (which I think is near-impossible at this point).

The fact is that Omicron is making the holes in the narrative so much bigger, it’s all falling apart.

They’re completely losing the rationale for vaccine passports and mandates for work, school and

social events, as the higher the vaccination rate, the higher the infection rate.

To that end, U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced January 19, 2022, that he was ending all

remaining COVID restrictions in England,  including mask mandates on public transportation and in

schools, as well as vaccine passport requirements for public events.

This is the complete opposite of what the technocrats need in order to justify passports and

mandates. To hide, as best as possible, this narrative-killing trend, media are now “explaining” why

they won’t be discussing case counts or even hospitalizations or death rates anymore.

If they were, they’d have to admit that the pandemic response is resulting in an ever-growing

disaster. So, don’t be surprised if fact checkers start debunking statistics proving what a disastrous

failure the shots are by saying the data on cases, hospitalizations and deaths are simply too

unreliable to use anymore.

New Narrative Doesn’t Make Sense Either

The new narrative, according to AP News, will highlight things like hospitals running over capacity

and general staff shortages.

The problem is, those don’t paint a true picture of COVID’s impact either, because hospitals have

furloughed staff due to lack of patients (many have forgone routine medical treatments for fear of

COVID), they’ve ared staff for not getting the jab, other staff have simply quit their jobs in the face

of vaccine mandates and hospitals have shut down entire wings due to these staff cuts.

Of course, if patients start returning, they might rapidly and themselves with more patients than

they can currently handle. What else can you expect when hospitals intentionally make these kinds

of cuts?

General staff shortages in other industries are an equally cawed barometer of COVID’s impact.

Many are still getting federal assistance and therefore don’t want to reenter the work force. Others

are forced out due to vaccine mandates.

Others are too sick to work thanks to COVID jab injuries. As recently reported by OneAmerica,  a

national mutual life insurance company based in Indianapolis, in addition to a 40% increase in

deaths among working age Americans (and they’re not dying from COVID), there’s also been a

noticeable uptick in short-term and long-term disability claims in the third quarter of 2021

compared to prepandemic levels.

Working age Americans are getting too sick to work, and are dying at unprecedented levels, and it’s

not because of COVID infection.

‘We Failed,’ Danish Media Admit

The same attempt at switching the narrative can be seen in other countries. Danish media recently

admitted they’ve failed the public by being “almost hypnotically preoccupied with the daily corona

counts.”  “We, the press, must ... take count of our own efforts,” Danish journalist Brian Weichardt

writes, “And we’ve failed.”

Weichardt admits that journalists failed to ask authorities for clear answers as to “what it meant in

concrete terms that people are hospitalized with corona and not because of corona.” He also

admits that this “makes a difference.” This, again, is precisely what many of us have been saying for

the past two years, and all we got for the effort was a domestic terrorist label.

Weichardt, in this piece, tries to shift the blame from journalists to the authorities themselves.

They’re to blame, he thinks. “The messages of the authorities and politicians to the people of this

historic crisis leave much to be desired,” he writes, ignoring the fact that a journalist’s No. 1 duty is

to actually investigate, to double-check and to question, and not simply act as a two-legged parrot.

For two years straight, any dissenting opinion has been labeled as dangerous misinformation, even

when completely accurate, because that’s how propaganda works. The fact that press members are

now starting to backtrack in order to save what little credibility they have left does not change the

fact that they have, nearly universally, acted as promoters of propaganda and nothing else.

Now that a majority of people are onto their spiel, they’re trying to pretend as though it were all a

genuine mistake. Nice try. Let’s see how these pharma-backed propaganda jockeys fare when it

comes to reporting the truth about COVID jab injuries. That will be where the rubber meets the road

in terms of regaining credibility, as it will force them to bite the hand that feeds them — the drug

industry.

The sad truth is, we’re likely facing an avalanche of serious chronic ailments going forward, among

them, neurodegenerative diseases, as detailed by Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., in her article “SARS-

CoV-2 Vaccines and Neurodegenerative Disease.”  A short summation of this article reads as

follows:

“There are many reasons to be wary of the COVID-19 vaccines, which have been rushed to

market with grossly inadequate evaluation and aggressively promoted to an uninformed

public, with the potential for huge, irreversible, negative consequences.

One potential consequence is to exhaust the Inite supply of progenitor B cells in the bone

marrow early in life, causing an inability to mount new antibodies to infectious agents. An

even more worrisome possibility is that these vaccines, both the mRNA vaccines and the

DNA vector vaccines, may be a pathway to crippling disease sometime in the future.

Through the prion-like action of the spike protein, we will likely see an alarming increase in

several major neurodegenerative diseases, including Parkinson’s disease, CKD, ALS and

Alzheimer’s, and these diseases will show up with increasing prevalence among younger

and younger populations, in years to come.

Unfortunately, we won’t know whether the vaccines caused this increase, because there will

usually be a long time separation between the vaccination event and the disease diagnosis.

Very convenient for the vaccine manufacturers, who stand to make huge proIts off of our

misfortunes — both from the sale of the vaccines themselves and from the large medical

cost of treating all these debilitating diseases.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has anally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.



Access Now
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The Spectacular Failure of COVID Shots
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola $ Fact Checked

British data show the COVID shots are an abysmal failure, as COVID infection rates in the U.K.

are higher among the “fully vaccinated” in all adult cohorts
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Infection rates are also rising faster among the fully vaxxed than in unvaccinated cohorts of

all ages. All in all, these data prove that vaccine passports and mandates are completely

pointless
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Data from Scotland show more of the same. Double-jabbed Scots are more likely to be

admitted to the hospital for COVID than unvaccinated. Since Omicron became dominant,

COVID case rates are also lower among the unvaccinated than among the single-, double- and even triple-jabbed
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Internationally, journalists are now starting to try to switch the narrative away from cases, hospitalizations and deaths by pointing out how unreliable

these data are. What they don’t admit is that “dangerous misinformants” have highlighted these problems for two years already
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Omicron is blowing huge holes in the pandemic narrative, as it predominantly affects the vaxxed, thus proving mandates and vaccine passports are

irrational and useless
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MORE THAN 30,000 PEOPLE ATTENDED THE “DEFEAT THE MANDATES” RALLY SUNDAY IN WASHINGTON, DC, CALLING FOR AN END

TO VACCINE MANDATES AND GOVERNMENT OVERREACH. Children’s Health Defense organized and sponsored the event along with

the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation, Front Line Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance, Global Covid Summit, World Council for Health and

JP Sears. Americans of every race, creed, political aIliation, sexual orientation and vaccination status attended the event, including

groups of police oIcers, areaghters and teachers. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/end-vaccine-mandates-government-ov..

 (01/24/22)...

A group of world-renowned doctors and medical experts joined Senator Ron Johnson yesterday for a roundtable discussion on the

federal government's cawed response to the global pandemic, US health agencies' capture of data, and censorship of doctors who

seek to treat patients with cheap and effective reused drugs. The panel also discussed vaccine injuries, preventable deaths, and new

data showing that COVID vaccines are causing "vaccine-enhanced illness." Of the people who have died from COVID in the US, none

received adequate treatment and/or early enough.

If they had, at least 85% of them would have survived. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-policies-serve-big-pharma-no..

 (01/24/22) ... The distrust and rejection of “vaccines” is growing despite this, many scientists are censored, for the multitude of

reasons that Pazer, Moderna, Johnson & Johnson, Tony Fauci, Bill Gates, the CDC and the Biden administration and the despised

corporations of Big Pharma, the health industry and the government controlled by the globalist elite promote this genocide.
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MORE THAN 30,000 PEOPLE ATTENDED THE “DEFEAT THE MANDATES” RALLY SUNDAY IN WASHINGTON, DC AND ww,

CALLING FOR AN END TO MANDATED GOVERNMENT GENOCIDE. https://www.globalresearch.ca
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Well said GUI, it's a sick corrupt system of deep state and globalist elite that is trying to control our lives and health and even

they want to control it more in the future. How they got so powerfull? Was Peter Daszak Working For The Central Intelligence

Agency? Yes ,the CIA, a part of deep state. An EcoHealth Alliance whistleblower steps forward and said that Daszak told him he

worked for the CIA. Daszak had doubts to work for the CIA, but he needed the money to continue research. Read more about it

here. kanekoa.substack.com/.../was-peter-daszak-working-for-the
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For those of us whose impulse is to search for more than just one side, or just two sides, but multiple sources, have been

"awake" & frustrated to misleading reporting. Hungry for actual uncensored reliable data, with discussion, for over two years.

Now as confusion sets in for the Legacy Media crowd, if it wasn't so serious, the new tactics, new direction could be laughable.

It's becoming nearly impossible to deny the Covid Circus Data is & has been unreliable, while Trying Not to Admit it is the

"dangerous misinformants" who've had it right, have done anything, everything possible for over two years to point this out.

Then being viliaed, censored, shut down, loss of multiple rights & privileges.

Now infection growth rates rising faster among the fully vaxxed are harder to hide. The only thing to change is now media are

admitting it — pretending this is a brand-new development. So, for us who explore many voices, sources, what is laughable is to

see how the Neo Lib oIcial Dem party misleads the younger members of their base to the dangers of the Jab/s, the traditional

GOP misleads the older members of their base. The Journalist antics are laughable, as some making as much as $30,000 a day,

trying to keep their jobs while pleasing their masters & pretend all this is news to them. What is hysterical are the outlets left

who haven't gotten the memo.

While still pushing all Jab/s all the time, sound like little kids at a playground talking & scaring themselves into a lather. As other

areas of Legacy Media the cood waters are more than seeping through, those with cight orders to hold the Fauci/Gates course

look like the kooks, cranks & tin foil hat crowd they've painted us to be. This area is counting cases not of the day, but days,

sometime up to ave. We're pushing 500 thousand cases since the start of this. In a county of about 100 thousand. Did we all get

it 5 times each, or did some get it 50, 500? So plain to see if you're not paralyzed with fear.
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Thank you for sharing. So far I watched 3 out of the 5 hours of the Ron Johnson meeting (and of course the march). It is

deplorable that no popular media outlets covered this information and equally deplorable that our institutes created and

individuals positioned in them charged with protecting the public are the ones anancially beneating from these rules and

mandates. Although big pharma is exempt from liability (how convenient), these individuals should not be. I don't know how to

get this information out to the general public that simply rely on the tv and Google to get all of their 'news'.  My biggest concern

is for my children (in their 30's) that have received the vaccines (moderna) to keep their jobs (all contracted covid afterward)

and now I pray for their health moving forward. Thank you for listening and posting. And thank you Dr. Mercola for continuing to

publicize real scientiac truths, remedies and preventative cares.
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Already some Legacy outlets are pushing only a few thousand showed up to the stop the mandate rally. I don't know, wasn't

there. However, I have been to many such things in the past & for those who never been in the trenches, it is stunning how

images & information are manipulated to push an oIcial narrative. They will show a side crowd of few people to make things

look like there was little interest or this is a fringe group not to be paid attention too. At one rally there were a minimum of

hundreds of thousands, yet Legacy reported, they had a parade.

A week or two later there was another rally with about ten thousand, (seriously, who would know as it was Legacy Media

numbers,) yet it was reported about the massive crowds, yada, yada, yada. Another rally in NY State I was at had thousands.

Mostly If It was reported at all the narrative was, we got your message. Most folks hear the lead or see the headline. If reading

most don't get past the arst paragraph. Digital Legacy News in contrast to other Web sources looks lame & incomplete, because

it is.

All this as they continue to lose what little credibility they may have had. There's a reason Joe Rogan gets an average of 11

million viewer per show. The fact Legacy News for the most part is just the mouthpiece for the Predator$ is nothing new, it's just

they increasingly are exposed to ever growing circles of people. They call us Muckrakers, yet this is only because they have

been throwing muck at us. Their mistake, muck is perfect for growing some of the healthiest things.
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Now watch the massive campaign to completely discredit Kennedy. Painted as being dangerous. Dangerous for who? Corporate

owned Gov't's, institutions captured by the Corporations they are meant to be monitored by, for the Predator$, Fauci/Gates, the

exposure of who is responsible for the deliberate destruction of small mom & pops, the various areas of competition for the Too

Big's, the Legacy Media infotainment, cuff, gaslighting, misdirection sometimes outright Bull Spit? Hospitals overrun? How

about constant years of cuts, especially in rural areas, reductions of ICU beds, one-time Heros, now Zeros not just ared for

refusing Jab/s but laid off as they & Dr's restricted from knowing anything that might treat early cases or those most serious

cases, forbidding them use anything possibly usefull.

All for the likes of investment arms like Blackrock & Vanguard bean counters who know numbers, but not life used as the

foundation for policy. The supply chain problems serving to feed the Too Big's yet starving the rest of us. The real numbers of

what is happening with workers is no different than the missing information needed to make healthy decisions on the Jab/s.

How many for the arst time are realizing oh this is my family, glad to meet you. Oh, other people are raising my kids, no wonder

they don't listen to me. Oh, If I don't work, we don't need childcare, an extra vehicle, work clothes, time saving gadgets rarely

used because "essential fast foods outlets" were used. The Mass Formation Psychosis has been entrenched in many layers of

life far beyond the Covid story. The Covid story however, is exposing many of them.
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It did not appear to me that anywhere close to 30,000 attended. I watched the entire live feed event. Attendees alled the area

just before the steps of the Lincoln Memorial (which is not a very expansive area) and down the narrow walkways on either side

of the pool as far as the eye could see. It was a decent turnout given the short notice for the event and the forecast cold front.  

There may have been 30,000 (or more) attendees if those who watched the live feed are included as attendees.
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and6079, you may be right, yet how are we to know. To watch live feed, we see what they allow us to see. Another thing is if

even if we can attend something personally, we don't know how Big Pharma is dictating what or how they want the message

delivered. I have been to events where the main event numbers are pushed, yet the overall attendance, or those who could not

be or not comfortable to be at a mass rally were in areas to watch via media would not be, or may be counted, depending on

whose needs the event alls. All the more reason why many voices need to heard, more needs to seen, more needs to be

discussed & more sources need to be valued. Even if the agures given by Legacy Media were close or right, other factors are

rarely discussed. No matter what, it does no one any good to fudge, manipulate agures. Again, you may be right, but no doubt

more people were there in spirit if not in person.
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It wasn't a huge turnout, because the narrative is unraveling, outside of the medical systems and some relatively isolated other

places where most of the population is zombiaed. There are many safe havens for the unjabbed in the US, including entire

states, unlike some other nations, such as neighboring Canada. Not to mention the weather, which was extremely cold.  What

irks me about these roundtable discussions is that they tend not to be in front of the audiences who need them the most, such

as the full Congress and 60 Minutes (which would have been all over this 40 years ago when they had real journalism).  I'm sure

there wasn't a peep in the mainstream propaganda media, just more utter lies to scam children into getting these toxic jabs that

may damage them for life unless they get saline fake jabs, as evidently many jab lots are to keep the toll within the realm of

plausible deniability.
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Juststeve, well said! That sums up our corrupt politicized medical and media systems.
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Very important as we need to monitor how extreme the anti-Kennedy message will be for those outlets who didn't get, never get

the memo. They will paint him in the most negative BS messaging they can dream up. Seeing it already. They are desperate to

shut down more expansion of the public knowing what HE HAS DOCUMENTED BACKED UP WITH FACTS! When more walls get

broke down every day, we can see how the backpedaling from even Fauci himself gets more convoluted.
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Yes, indeed it certainly becomes more diIcult to cast people as "peddlers of misinformation" as the fact they've been right all

along becomes increasingly obvious to anybody with the least clarity of vision.
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Thanks Robert from Alberta Canada for the informative link- Thank you Pete. Smith, Fauci, Daszak and the CIA form a triplet

that are a substantial part of the creation and management of this false pandemic. Media corruption has perhaps never before

in history been more apparent than with the Wuhan coronavirus scam. Corruption was also fueled by carefully crafted CIA

propaganda to win the minds of the American people and make them victims of their own complicity. The goal of this

psychological operation is to convince as many people as possible that they need to be "vaccinated" to return to "normal." The

CIA has long been associated with major news publications.

The CIA have been with the New York Times, CBS, and Time Inc. The CIA even ran a training program to teach its agents to be

journalists, who were then placed in major news organizations with the help of the CIA. address. The media and the CIA, the

national security apparatus and the medical establishment have been working together to make this happen, including silencing

licensed doctors and renowned scientists who dare to tell the truth about the hoax . Health liberty advocate Robert F.

Kennedy Jr. appeared on an episode of the Ron Paul Liberty Report to discuss evidence suggesting that his father, Robert

Kennedy, was assassinated by the CIA Despite Fauci's insistence, NIAID never funded gain-of-function research at the Wuhan

Institute of Virology, a "long-time collaborator" with Daszak's EcoHealth Alliance, the redacted portion of the email indicates

otherwise. Daszak acknowledges “the work we have been doing in collaboration with Chinese virologists”,

thenationalpulse.com/2021/06/11/wuhan-bat-lady-thanks-nih-and-daszak/
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Extensive and realistic exposition, Just, we need "muckrakers" of the truth in this way the demonstrations against "vaccines"

would be even more massive and people would not be suffering suffering and deaths and an economic crisis that creates more

inequalities and greater deaths from hunger that the Covid disease itself The ruling power's desire to regulate people's access

to information is a prime target of NewsGuard, its desire to control our minds, through manipulation and misinformation.

NewsGuard received a large portion of its seed money from Publicis and with much of its revenue coming from the

pharmaceutical industry, it is not unreasonable to assume that Publicis could incuence the "fairness" of NewsGuard.

”, as they rate Pharma competitor websites, such as “anti-vaxx” websites. NewsGuard's health-related service called

HealthGuard is also associated with an organization calling itself the Center for Fighting Digital Hate. People with wealth and

power compete for control of your mind and money, and your goal is to secure that trust. Your trust in them is vital to your

anancial success, fame, security, and further rise to power.

thetruthaboutvaccines.com/ap-article-lies  NewsGuard, founded by established media insiders and intelligence operatives, with

clear partnerships with Big Tech to demean, delegitimize and blacklist independent news sites that have gained trust and

incuence over the last decade. NewsGuard is already giving the green light to all the fake news giants that have been caught in

massive media hoaxes, including BuzzFeed, Rolling Stone, CNN, WashPost and the NY Times.
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The term "fake news" was created to destroy independent media and restore Americans' trust in such purchased oIcial

sources. Media corruption has perhaps never before in history been more apparent than with the Wuhan coronavirus scam.

Corruption was also fueled by carefully crafted CIA propaganda to win the minds of the American people and make them

victims of their own complicity. The goal of this psychological operation is to convince as many people as possible that they

need to be "vaccinated" to return to "normal." The media and the CIA, the national security apparatus and the medical

establishment have been working together to make this happen, including silencing licensed doctors and renowned scientists

who dare to tell the truth about the hoax .

Big tech companies such as Facebook, Twitter, Google and Amazon are also deeply connected to the

military-industrial-intelligence complex. They serve important surveillance and data harvesting functions without which the

technocratic agenda cannot not be realized. The core of the technocratic power structure includes entities such as the Trilateral

Commission, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the World Economic Forum, the Bilderberg Group, the Club of

Rome, the Aspen Institute, the Atlantic Institute, the Brookings Institute and other think-tanks .
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1.438 / 5.000 Resultados de traducción An increasing number of people are losing trust in the main channels of

communication. OIcial sources have blatant political, industrial, and ideological agendas that misrepresent facts and

misrepresent events. The rise in popularity of independent media shows that people are more questioning and making their

own decisions about important issues, history, medical decisions, and current events.

greenwald.substack.com/.../journalists-start-demanding-substack  The courageous determination of people, in democracies

around the world, who publicly defend civil liberties (freedom of thought, expression, conscience and assembly) and the human

right to informed consent to take medical risks, demonstrates that the spirit of freedom lives in hearts.

and the minds of people everywhere. Both those who gather in the public squares of cities large and small and those who watch

are inspired by this commitment to defend freedom. COVID VACCINE MANDATES STRONGLY OPPOSED IN EUROPE, US AS

VACCINE FAILURES INCREASE www.theepochtimes.com/covid-vaccine-mandates-strongly-opposed-in-europ..

 Z916FHDclpVPE4VSlDMoYy19DV00cz2LWSHLkklkIlYt4cHIzXlJUnFaf98%2BOOxi (01/23/2022)
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The Covid Panel on the Medical Response to Covid is up at banned video->  https://freeworldnews.tv/  I coould not and it

anywhere else last night.
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Here we go, for those of us who have followed multiple sources of information, have kept up & know what Dr. Malone has

actually did or didn't say, what he has done know just who is doing the lying! Scrambling all over the place, but, unfortunately for

those who are captured by Mass Formation Psychosis may still be incapable of hearing or knowing where to go to get the truth.
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those who are captured by Mass Formation Psychosis may still be incapable of hearing or knowing where to go to get the truth.

Right now, it seems more every day are searching for the truth and so much of this is an unwelcomed frightening realization.

Look for the same treatment for Kennedy or anyone else presenting more complete information.

www.yahoo.com/news/vaccine-scientists-discredited-claims-bolstered-022..
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The mainstream people think the Covid shots are a success. They cannot wait to get another one to “protect” them. Glad for this

website. Maybe it is fortunately for me. All my life I felt that most people are a waste of time and very few contribute positively, in fact

most contribute negatively to my life. Now I see the proof of this with arresting force. Thank God, for all the decent people interested

in truth and nature. Most, for sure, are not. The mainstream people do not interest me whatsoever. I am not interested in liars. They

were like this well before Covid. They like their fake masters.
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Fortunately, Vladimira, many people and many professionals are defending the truth with solid arguments, where the global

measures taken to combat SARS-CoV-2 largely violate this vision, exposing fraudulent diagnoses, the defense of the immune

system and the natural immunity from other coronaviruses, protection of vulnerable groups, media misinformation, intervention

with a "vaccine" to treat people like guinea pigs instead of early and effective treatments, calling for immediate government

restoration of all our civil liberties. www.globalresearch.ca/open-letter-medical-doctors-health-professionals..  (01/25/2022)

Outside of the United States, a growing number of European countries have moved to rescind certain rules related to COVID-19,

including vaccine passport and mask mandates. Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former head of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and

current Pazer board member, said the decline in COVID-19 cases should signal to lawmakers that it's time to lift more related

restrictions. with the pandemic. www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/pazer-board-member-suggests-end-to-mask..

 (01/24/2022)
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I would say most are simply too trusting of the wrong people, and simply cannot fathom how entire government agencies can

be so evil. But a read of history is all one needs to see it has happened time and time again.
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For all the geeks reading the blog today; more truths coming out. Berlin Corona Committee had a 5-hr session, starting off with the

andings of Prof. Dr. Arne Burkhardt, a semi-retired German pathologist showing slides of tissue andings:

"ReinerFuellmich/VivianeFischer: Session 88 Breathing Down Their Necks (English Transl.) 21 Jan 2022" -

www.bitchute.com/.../SXcDDJ1dt8K0  - The slides are quite clear, Arne talks about the effects on the spleen and lots more....  

The Thomas Roeper interview segment is also a "must watch" giving a demonstration of the computer program developed to show

entire spider's web of Gates-funded consultants working both sides of the public private partnerships. ... Posted this individual

segment link yesterday "HOW MUCH INFLUENCE HAS BILL GATES? THOMAS ROEPER INTERVIEWED BY REINER FUELLMICH" -

www.bitchute.com/.../QzU9Oi9PwcMG  - umph, as suspected, entire control of the vaccine program worldwide. Thoughtful questions

with only a few answers near the end of this shorter segment.
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Thank you, Rose; you and the most excellent info.  principia-scientiac.com/lawyers-worldwide-sue-govts-at-international-..

 "One request speciac to the United Kingdom is an examination of genocide of the elderly and vulnerable that took place in care

homes and hospitals through the inappropriate use of midazolam and morphine." The paragraph above speciacally is relevant to

one, Matt Hancock, who ordered massive amounts of Midazolam, which suppresses breathing, for seniors in care homes

dealing with breathing diIculties from Covid 19 infection.

It was in your face, genocide. He had a wife and children; so he then proceeds to have an affair with this woman he knew at

school and abandons his very good looking English wife who is utterly crushed, for this sleaze tart. He then resigned, or was

asked to resign from the UK government.  To my mind, Hancock would be among the arst to go down. It seems to me, because

Reiner made the statement that Gates qualiaes for the death penalty for his crimes in India, that Hancock also is in this

category.  I am generally not in favour of the death penalty - an eye for an eye - causes blindness.

However in these atrocious violations of human rights and the criminal code, I believe that it is diIcult for anyone to not feel it

is appropriate in these cases.  This is why the Ukraine is heating up - to provide a distraction. But Putin’s done this sabre rattling

at the border before. Ukranians are strong people, but they detest communism because they had many years of it. I really feel

for them being exploited like this. Joe Biden doesn’t know what the H he’s doing.
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Thank you Rose and Retsbew. Evidence that shows the serious damage of the "vaccines" that is promoted by the interests of

the globalist elites where Bill Gates has a prominent role in this false pandemic. A lawsuit has been aled in an Indian high court

in a case involving a 23-year-old man who died shortly after receiving the AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine. The suit names Bill

Gates, Serum Institute of India CEO Adar Poonawalla, and other government leaders and oIcials.

www.infowars.com/posts/report-worlds-arst-vaccine-murder-case-against..  (12/21/2021) ICAN Attorney, Aaron Siri, Esq.,

gives insight into our current lawsuit against the CDC to release data on the over 119 MILLION medical events from vaccines

reported to the database.

media.livecast365.com/highwire/thehighwire/content/1642611296096.mp4  (01/19/2022) No to vaccines. Most children and

adults are safe from Covid-19 media.livecast365.com/highwire/thehighwire/content/1640022303830.mp4  A federal judge in

Texas ruled Friday that President Joe Biden could not require federal employees to get vaccinated against COVID-19 and

blocked the government from sanctioning employees who do not comply. Biden issued an order requiring about 3.5 million

workers to get vaccinated by Nov. 22, except for religious or medical reasons, or they will be disciplined or ared.

www.usnews.com/news/top-news/articles/2022-01-21/u-s-judge-blocks-bide..  (01/21/2022)
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After hearing witness statements before the German Corona Investigation Committee by former Pazer Vice President Dr. Mike

Yeadon, who has been a scientist for 36 years, Reiner Füllmich's lawyers come to the same conclusion: the injections normally

called Corona vaccines are designed to experiment on the human race and and out what dose of a yet unknown toxin is needed

to kill people. The mortality rate related to vaccines, according to Yeadon, can be tracked in terms of lot numbers of the

different batches, since some batches appear to be more lethal than others.

freewestmedia.com/2022/01/10/reiner-fullmich-and-50-lawyers-the-vaccin..  (10/01/2022 ) Vaccination and boosters have not

stopped the spread of Omicron's disease; Heavily vaccinated nations like Israel and Australia have more daily cases per capita

than anywhere else in the world right now.

This wave will continue its course despite all the emergency measures. Since Omicron, with its mild infection, runs its course to

the end, there is no justiacation for maintaining the state of emergency. Closures, staff layoffs, shortages and school

disruptions have caused at least as much damage to the health and well-being of the population as the virus.

www.theepochtimes.com/the-emergency-must-be-ended-now_4230594.html  (01/23/2022) Outside of the United States, a

growing number of European countries have moved to rescind certain rules related to COVID-19, including vaccine passport and

mask mandates. Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former head of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and current Pazer board member,

said the decline in COVID-19 cases should signal to lawmakers that it's time to lift more related restrictions. with the pandemic.

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/pazer-board-member-suggests-end-to-mask..  (01/24/2022)
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Yeadon also recommends this one-hour documentary to people who say to him, "It can't be the way you say..." I found it and

watched it, and it is excellent. "Paul Schreyer: Pandemic simulation games – Preparation for a new era?"

https://youtu.be/d3WUv5SV5Hg
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Thank you. I did not know about this
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Thanks all for your additional comments. Got some help yesterday from Otis, in anding the entire 5-hr session 88 with its

English translation. Meanwhile, the US CDC may have anally acknowledged Natural Immunity, (after waiting for 2 years) no time

to and that recent statement...keep your eyes open for it!   ------- Add'l watched this last night, for all Canadians: Canada:

Coverage of CONVOY FOR FREEDOM END OF DAY 1 GOLDEN, BC - www.bitchute.com/.../SO11TV9ei7iI
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Great references rrealrose! I watched that session too, as I have tried to watch every one of the Corona Committee's output over

almost the last two years. I loved the Thomas Röper diagrams and information showing how much proat Gates and others

made. Gates alone, from his 100 million investment in European Corona Sponsorship Program to aght Covid, which brought him

in the 20 billion invested in by EEC taxpayers after it was redirected to his own companies via GAVI and CEPI, which he controls.

This should be a real eye-opener to those who think this is all about philanthropy. By the way Röper show Gates controls 31,000

companies! Another example he gave, the EU issued a statement that they would be funding 200 millions free test kits for covid

to the Third World three weeks after Gates acquired the test kit company.

The Green Revolution in Africa mentioned by Röper, was another terrible 'philanthropic' Trojan Horse to get GMOs and Biotech

into Africa, a Gates/Rockefeller nightmare that is attempting to destroy African traditional local farming. Whatever else the

'pandemic' was about, for some it was all about money and after Big Pharma the next big windfall is coming to those who in the

30s were called 'the Merchants of Death', the Arms companies in re the Ukraine.

It won't end until people are faced with the reality of who these people are and what they are prepared to do for money and

power. Many years ago Leuren Moret: said: 'You can imprison these people and they won't care as long as you do not take their

money off them', that is what these aIliated lawyers intend to do - go after their assets and those of their slaves because it is

only then that they will stop and only then will Joe and Josephine Public see them for who they are and understand and for how

long this has been the norm.
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Gates has basically bought & owned most Legacy Media. Sorry, maybe that should be doesn't own it, just controls it.
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Retsbew, the Midazolam case reference is to Michael O'Bernica - he is now collaborating with Dr Sam Wood and Mark Sexton.

Here is the link to this speciac case: www.thebernician.net/critical-thinking  He's been after the arrest of Hancock, Whitty and

Vallance since the start ( plus Ferguson ). O'Bernicia (of the Great Mortgage Fraud) has been stonewalled by various legal ploys

but has kept on and kept digging. I expected Hancock to go arst, so wasn't surprised when all that hoohah started in the MSM

which removed him from his post, either he was now no longer an asset or it was part of his own escape plan - the whole set up

of that CCTV camera was well dodgy. You might also look - sorry if you have already - at the videos of John O'Looney in relation

to Midazolam and all other covid matters as related to his unique position as an independent Miton Keynes undertaker - again

another Shakespearean 'common man' - who is actually in reality a true commentator on our times.
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The Corona Committee (trial) starts next week (week commencing 31st January, 2022) and is expected to last for 8 days. It

obviously has to be broadcast on alternative media, so I'm just waiting for that information. Hopefully, as Reiner Fuellmich

states this will be too big not to leak into high mainstream media (lets hope he's right). However, the lawsuits and class actions

which will result will hopefully break big pharma as the legal repercussions should extend across the globe.
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Thanks Real! You sent me this before and I lost it somehow. I thought I book marked it.
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Yes, the tissue andings are horriac. One must wonder how many people's organs are ticking time bombs?  Expect a tsunami of

chronic illness and death in the coming years. It is time to study up on what happened in the wake of the plague in Medieval

Europe.  I'm really thinking of o~oading assets that are bound to depreciate as the population plummets, positioning myself to

make the best of what opportunities will open up, and accumulating what will best maintain its value. Fortunately the greatest

of the latter are my own skills.
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And you what, the gut suggests if such a tidal wave hits, it will most likely billed as the next pandemic or pandemics. People will

be saturated & spoon fed the causes of which will be anything but what it is.
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If you look at this graph of the USA's death rate you will notice the peak death rates occurred from Dec 2020 to Feb 2021. It peaked

again from Aug 2021 through Oct 2021. Most of these deaths were classiaed as Covid-19 deaths. What everyone needs know is that

those 6 months were the months we rolled out the vaccines (Dec-2020 thru Feb 2021) and the boosters (Aug-2021 thru Oct-2021).

https://www.usmortality.com/  You should also notice that the death rate came down in Nov-2021 and stabilized but it didn't go back

down to the pre-Aug-2021 levels.

This relates directly to the MANDATES. Most hospital workers, federal/state employees, and anyone that was receiving funds from the

federal government was getting jabbed during this time due to corporate and governmental mandates. We know from yesterday's

report that these mRNA jabs disable the innate immune system. That means you are the most vulnerable to catching covid-19 and any

other disease the 2 weeks following the jab. If you are just getting your arst jab that means that time is extended up to 6 weeks

because you are getting 2 jabs 2 to 4 weeks apart.

Remember the CDC claiming that you are not fully vaccinated until 2 weeks after your 2nd jab??? So they KNEW THIS! Therefore this is

genocide! The numbers speak for themselves! Anyone seeing these numbers should be scared out of their mind if they are forced to

get the jab! If you do get the jab you must isolate yourself no less than 2 weeks after the 2nd jab or 6 weeks after the 1st jab. The

numbers don't lie. The jabs are killing people, not corona.
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One big yes, & remember if our innate immune system is broke, crippled then we are open for any or all dis-ease bumping

around. Then realize if the test are faulty, if the those counted who died with Covid, not of Covid are added in there, how many

are a result of the innate immune system blunted. And, so we don't forget, the adaptive immune system is set on are to create

toxic Spike Proteins fueling dis-ease from any and all sources regardless of where they came from or what they are. Damage

most likely to last a shortened & a reduced quality of your lifetime.
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Very well analyzed jamNjin, yes planned genocide. As this study also looks at after 90 days, the vaccine they gave you will make

you more likely to get infected with Omicron, not less. The longer you stay in the vaccine rut, the harder it is to get out in the

future, and the easier it is for the virus. The truth is coming with the independent analyzes and the lies of the Pharmaceutical

Meaa and the health institutions will become more and more evident. It's protecting you less and less over time. While you may

get temporary proat for earlier variants, the proat for other variants will be negative. In short, he gains a short-term buff against

Delta, but at the expense of a downgrade of his overall immunity to everything else.

The advice of Dr. Robert Malone. If you have been vaccinated, you should stop now. Don't get the booster. My friend likes to

repeat the old adage, "When you and yourself in a hole, stop digging." Everyone needs to stop listening to the CDC now and start
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listening to the people who have been saying to ditch vaccines and aggressively promote early treatment with repurposed

drugs. NIH, CDC, FDA are corrupt and incompetent and will not be held accountable in open debate. This has been going on for

20 years in the vaccine space. stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-study-shows-vaccines-must-be  (12/25/2021)
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Also a Swedish study involving four million people raises several red cags regarding covid vaccines and mortality rates. The

preprint document took a closer look at the real-world effectiveness of the vaccine. The study revealed three main issues. The

paper found that the vaccine offers no protection at all. Their supposed protection plummeted signiacantly after six months,

even for severe cases of COVID-19. The study not only shows that the effectiveness of the vaccine is declining. It shows that

protection is a complete fallacy. The study concluded that those who are vaccinated are more likely to become infected and

suffer serious illness than people who are not vaccinated. alexberenson.substack.com/.../another-major-red-cag-about-covid

 (12/18/2021)
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Exactly. The jabs obvious INCREASE the vulnerability to the disease within the arst few weeks, yet the stats count them as

"unvaccinated". Any increase above the baseline agures is actually NEGATIVE eIcacy.
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Also don’t forget that most “humans” don’t accept that they have made a mistake. They like to repeat themselves and do it again. Most

choose, instead of learning from bad situations and mistakes, to repeat the negative behavior. How many choose to use bad childhood

as a crutch to not grow?
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How true that is Vladimira ! Here in Scotland it's just a joke that the powers that be, keep saying they are doing everything to

keep us safe...like keeping us in. wearing masks getting us jagged ( That's the Scottish word for Jabbed ) Yet everyday they

pump out doom & gloom, & agures saying those who haven't had the needles stuck in them, are the ones taking up the Hospital

beds & dying ! I would not, nor would I ever, take any single thing they tell me to. I have so many ' friends ' who ask me all the

time if I've protected myself & them by getting the wonderful life saving jag...none of your business I say, you have no right to

ask for my medical data ! Lot's of them have had side effects, from theirs but INSIST it's just a coincidence.

4 had strokes, 2 had heart attacks, one has a terrible skin problem . I call them the Coincidence chasers, they won't believe

anything I try to explain to them...I'm an anti-vaxxer, & should be locked up, according to them...but as you say Vladimira, they

are too proud to hear the other side of the coin. My late Mother told all her 6 kids when they kept repeating a problem &

moaning IF YOU ALWAYS DO, WHAT YOU ALWAYS DONE YOU WILL ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU ALWAYS GOT !
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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The majority of the population today, are suffering from a Paranoid Delusion, which they will most likely never break free from.

Concerning "childhood"...My childhood was horrendous! I have some good memories; but not one of them was from my 'home'

situation. As bad as all that was and how much it affected the rest of my life; I'm doing quite well today, as a senior. I have my

music and my exercise and I tend to focus on that. I certainly can't "forget" my past; although, it does not incuence my life today.

I'm living my own life...at least as much as possible, considering that we've been under Medical/Techno Tyranny for the past

two years. The room that I now live in, is my refuge, away from the insanity that has taken over this society. I will continue to live

my own life, my way, for as long as I still have that "choice".
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Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Randy we have a choice. Good for you for choosing to be happy. We can let the bad things that have happened to us affect us

the rest of our lives and be miserable or we can make the decision to be happy and get on with our lives. I choose to be happy

and make the best of things. I have some awful people in my family. You can’t choose your family, but you can choose your

friends. Friends can be much better
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Question update: I received an insightful reply to my question yesterday, "What would a society look like if it were run by

Psychopaths?"  "We are living it and it was devilishly well pre-meditated...."   That is Critical Thinking (IMHO)
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Joined On 7/2/2019 1:07:53 PM
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Yet another proof. Please give a big shoutout to the truckers movement in Canada. They are in their way to Ottawa to express their

opposition to the vaccine mandates imposed by the dictator, Justin Trudeau the privileged boy without a back bone. I will be going to

Ottawa to show my support. It’s 6 hrs away from where I live and we have snow storms almost everyday but it’s worth it. I will go even

if I have to crawl. Thank you Canadian and American truckers for putting food on our grocery stores shelves. We treated you like

heroes when everyone was in lockdown scared of the arst virus and now Trudeau treats them like domestic terrorists and is

threatening to use the military. Shame on you- oh ya you don’t have any shame. I hope one day your kids will be ashamed of you being

their father. History will tell.
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Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM
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ZIN7484 I too am also six hours away with no access to a car but I’m following them and donating to the cause; there is a

separate Kingston link to help raise funds to give the truckers meals speciacally in Kingston. If you want to email me privately I

can send you that link. I too support this and I hope they possibly do the same thing for each province is premieres who are also

acting like tyrants. This MUST be the end of Fascism in Canada!!! This HAS to work to drive the govt to their knees!  To

EVERYONE: Just like the USA states, the Canadian provinces have a lot of power and can enact their own mandates that

perhaps the federal government won’t/ wouldn’t so I think the truckers need to concentrate on the provinces as well. I hope they

do!!! I heard that there is a convoy of 600+ truckers coming from Georgia, so if any US truckers are reading this or know

organizations, we need help up here as your larges trading partner and largest neighbor.
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The weaponisation of health has now come back to bite the perpetrators where it hurts most. They have been caught out by their own

criminality and the tables have turned. As predicted, we now have to fear the injected, not the uninjected. We can expect more rats to

desert the sinking ship. According to Vice President Professor Christian Peronne, all vaccinated people must quarantine over the

winter months or risk serious illness: "Vaccinated people should be put in quarantine, and should be isolated from the society."

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/news/post/immunization-expert-unvaccinate..
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Yes. Spike protein
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Tiggy22
Joined On 4/20/2017 11:16:50 AM
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Is it okay to wish everyone on this fabulous site, Scottish or otherwise A very happy Burns night. We all need something happier to

listen to than the non-stop Crapid news we've had rammed down our throats for the past two years. So let's all enjoy a Haggis. a dram

of Whisky, & a better time ahead ! With greetings to you all. from Bonnie Scotland X
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM
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Hi Ron My mum was taking NAC as a part of a vaccine detox but I believe she stopped taking as she said she was feeling so much

better. I assume you have sensed, all is not well within her. I’ll get her back on the following for the next 12

months: N-ACETYLCLSTEINE (NAC). The research of La Quinta Columna led by Ricardo Delgado, successfully tested

an inexpensive way to remove magnetic Graphene Oxide Nanoparticles from the human body after they were injected with a Covid jab

using N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC) and Zinc. “These two antioxidants are essential to degrade Graphene Oxide,” says Delgardo. NAC

causes your body to secrete glutathione endogenously and glutathione can reduce Graphene Oxide Toxicity down to zero.

In this article and video, you will see Delgado describe what to do.Scientiac studies:A study published in PubMed reveals that

biocompatible NAC reduces Graphene Oxide. In an animal study where enhanced spike protein was used to cause lung damage to

animals by binding to the ACE2 receptors, the animals were remedied using NAC.Instructions: La Quinta Columna recommends

taking NAC 600-750mg, arst thing in the morning on an empty stomach. Also take 2x tablets of Zinc, 25mg each. Tell her NEVER stop

taking it..both of them....this planet is being run by people who have escaped from a cosmic lunatic asylum!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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wil...NAC can also be NEBULIZED with quick positive results for ANY lung condition!  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7649937
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Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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Excellent info, thanks. I will keep that in mind for friends and family who get buyer's remorse.
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The world wide Corona plan hoax narrative is falling apart......I hope by late spring I do NOT see one person with a mask

on....especially while driving solo.....!!!! Keep in mind that if this so-called pandemic is the worlds worst tragedy the dam borders would

be sealed shut.....!!!! Well the borders are open ....come on in....speak volumes.I also see the International Criminal Court is cracking

down on the vaxx centers in the UK......many people will be charged with crimes against humanity.....The "I was just doing my job" will

NOT cut it while knowingly or not knowingly administering the kill shots to the masses.....!!!! Nurumberg 2.0 may be on its way....!!!!
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Or jogging outside!!!
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What is most amazing is how many, especially among the medical community, still believe the jabs offer any reduction in the spread of

the disease, when they so obviously don't one has to be hypnotized and/or utterly irrational to believe such an absurdity. I certainly

don't want medical care from one who is irrational, be they by hypnotized by indoctrination or by any other means.
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You can watch the 4 hour rally on Children's Health Defense website. The technology was very good with the sound being clear and no

stalls for buffering. Robert F Kennedy Jr was the best and it was so good to hear him use Mussolini's deanition of Fascism as the

merging/cooperation between the corporation and the State. I have tried to educate people on this for years and got viewed as having

6 horns on my head. But this is the biggest secret in plain view that people have refused to see preferring the mythology of our

democracy. The other speakers were also good and recected the wide variety of our national demographics all coming together on

this one issue.

The focus was for unity, peace and love/not angry, hateful divisive aghting. I think that image of all these different people on the stage

with high credibility given to them was a big piece of the message to the audience as well as what they had to say. One of the rare

signiacant unifying messages that I have seen in many years!   Do take some time and watch the rally, Here is the link:

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/dc-defeat-the-mandates-livestream
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The focus was for unity, peace and love/not angry, hateful divisive aghting. And boy you would never know it if all you see or

hear comes from the Legacy Media.
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Tanya.....Del Bigtree, Chris Parks Phd, Robert Malone, many others...all those speakers were all on FIRE too
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Yes, liked all the speakers but their collective presence is what I felt was the strongest statement itself. As for Malone, I much

preferred him in longer interviews where he had the time to lay out the dangers of these drugs. Same for McCullough. These

rallies can only allow for superacial commentaries for the most part. Altho Kennedy got a signiacant amount of time (about 30")

and was able to lay out more details which people really need. I did love Del BigTree for his direct castigation of the press and

he was right. Interestingly, I received a post from the UK about Tess Lawrie, MD. She had taken a big hit there for publishing data

on her research there. She focuses on Ivermectin and calls for the halt to the shots.  Big Pharma there is equally vile, bullying

and destructive. Thus, even as another mainstream medical person with high credentials, she is being trashed and censored.
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For a lie to exist, two entities are required. An entity telling the lie and an entity believing the lie. The “Pseudo-reality of Covid-19”

exists in part by the “play-book” use by “Medical Tyranny” and those who believe it. Idaho father blames unvaccinated for daughter’s

death in Moscow ER  spokesmanreview-wa.newsmemory.com/?selDate=20220123&goTo=A01&a..   "The issue today is the same as it

has been throughout all history, whether man shall be allowed to govern himself or be ruled by a small elite." ~ Thomas Jefferson
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Very true BFR, the disinformation must be treated in a plane aware of the truth of the science that many independent scientists,

such as Dr. Mercola, are spreading. Previous pathologies promoted by the agri-food industry with the consent of the FDA and

treatments in hospitals should be blamed, not the unvaccinated, as said father denounces. If hospitals had used the Zelenko

protocol with intravenous vitamin C and vitamin D, deaths associated with covid-19 would be practically non-existent. Seven

hospitals in Turkey applied the treatment protocol with and without vitamin C to study its effectiveness in shortening the

duration of the disease and preventing death.

Of the 237 hospitalized patients (ages 22 to 99 years), one died at age 70 years. The patient had severe vitamin D deaciency

and underlying heart and lung disease. The remaining 99.58% of patients recovered with natural broad-spectrum immunity.

During the study, researchers found that 97% of all hospitalized patients were vitamin D deacient. Patients with severe vitamin D

deaciency (55%) were more likely to end up in the ICU and be hospitalized longer . The majority (73%) of hospitalized patients

also had underlying comorbidities, including diabetes, heart and lung disease www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8712288
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What's faster than a spreading COVID variant? Science 101. Time is up. The race is over. We always knew who would win.

 Bureaucratic leaders need to step aside and let life and science proceed instead of red cagging everyone who fails the shots and

passports tests. Petty bureaucrats need to stop telling normal healthy people to mask up, vaxx up, stand aside, and sanitize - and let

us get on with our lives.  Doctors and medical systems need to step up to recognize and help the vaccine injured and the families of

the vaccine dead.
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Versatile, you are correct, just going on with our lives AND totally ignoring all this mandate business is probably the second best

way to go forward.  The best way is for anyone who can sue to sue.  Sue anyone and everyone you can, from the lowly school

board member who refuses to unmask your child, to the boards of supervisors/town councils who mandated the jabs for them.

Sue, sue and sue some more. Bankrupt them, steal their lives by making them disclose how much money they accepted from

the taxpayers for forcing mandates. Start with several friends as a mini class action.. try and and a lawyer who will work pro

Bono or at reduced rates (good luck with that one). Ignore the nightly sirens as you expressed Versitale, and go peaceably but

with force and determination, with your life.
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MSM is a dead parrot. It’s nailed to its perch.
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And I can't wait for justice to put 50,000 volts through it and make it go "VOOM!!"
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Jan 24 2022; Richmond Virginia ; Committee Commerce and Labor: SB 189. No discrimination against unvaxed. Bill killed by dems;

Sen Ebbins Arlington Va: "Unvaxed are a menace to public health".
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You have to take into account that the unvaxxed are less likely to test for covid than vaxxed people
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This is why he is talking about rates, not absolute numbers. This has been taken into account in this article.
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I disagree. From what I've seen and heard, few of the vaxxed are not getting tested because they either think it's allergies, a mild

cold/cu and think the shots are protecting them. When an un-vaxxed gets Covid, they know it because the symptoms are there.

And in many cases the un-vaxxed are forced to get tested more often because of a work requirement...Also lets not forget the

CDC sent out notices to health departments instructing them to not test the vaccinated unless they are showing obvious

symptoms.  Another point I didn't see in this article is that sick (vaccinated) medical staff are required to work since they ared

off all the healthy unvaccinated ones. This act alone is the main cause that they are understaffed.
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Or is it the other way around, the vaxxed believing it's something else? But yes, many of the unjabbed are well aware the PCR

tests are a load of bollocks.
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Benny2, I beg to differ! I know of no one vaccinated that has gotten tested unless they were forced to (job related). These

people that are in love with vaccines will go to their death beds to prove these experimental gene therapies work. My wife has

had covid-19 symptoms 3 times since her 2nd jab in April 2021 and didn’t get tested once. Same with my mother. My mother is

fully vaccinated and missed 2 weeks of work with a cu-like illness back in Aug 2021 (Delta??). She never got tested with me

BEGGING her to get tested! My wife’s job required her to get tested 2 weeks ago due to an outbreak at the laboratory she works

at. Everyone at that laboratory is vaccinated because it is in a hospital! There were multiple departments that were affected.

They were sent home for 5 days to quarantine. They couldn’t return without a negative test. She tested positive and she’s fully

vaccinated. I also had to get tested due to the hospital’s protocol even though I don’t work there. Any spouse that is

unvaccinated has to provide a negative test before that employee can return to work. So my wife couldn’t return to work until we

both tested negative. I tested negative. It’s called denial. I get the same treatment at my job. Any time there’s an outbreak they

make me get tested because I’m unvaxxed.

According to FAKE NEWS, it’s people like me spreading the disease. I’ve tested so many times I've lost count. I’ve tested at least

20 times since April 2020! I’ve yet to test positive. So you have to put that into consideration. There’s so much prejudice against

the unvaxxed that they have to get tested over and over just to prove they aren’t spreading covid to the vaxxed. I just tested

myself with a home test last Sunday because I was sneezing and had a runny nose. Personally, I'm ba~ed as to how I have not

caught it because I don't even wear a mask. I was hoping to catch Omicron because it's God's vaccine. So you have it

bass-ackwards!
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Recommend: https://www.prosecutenow.com/
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Recommend watching: Very Concerning, Attorney Testiaes to Compiled Adverse Vaccine Reaction Statistics Provided by

Whistleblowers theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/01/24/very-concerning-attorney-..
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Dear Dr Mercola, in order to convince my friends and colleagues of the other interpretations on Covid/vaccines I read your articles

every day quite meticulously. Also today's edition quoting the UK Health Security Agency on its weekly surveillance report which states

that "COVID infection rates in the U.K. are higher among the “fully vaccinated” in all adult cohorts". To my sincere regret I couldn't

and/calculate those data in this very report. It is to me unclear how Don Wolt calculated his data.

Please enlighten me. Apart from this, I otherwise respect your tenacity to pursue your battle against misinformation very much. I

sincerely believe and hope that the tide is turning. Nevertheless the Dutch Health Authority agrees as today with new European

guidelines to adhere to QR-codes which decides that the present (hardly to effective) booster will grant an unlimited freedom, while a

much better recovery after infection is valid for 6 months only. Dr Piet Leguit, surgeon, ret. the Netherlands
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"internationally journalists are switching the narrative away" Duh! Its Marxism and Communism 101. Take the narrative as far as

possible and then tact when needed making it seem they knew all along as in taking full credit for it. Deny and project until the

narrative needs to be tweaked. Plays out almost every time this way. Communism or Marxism cannot exist without deception and

misdirection. Their very existence demands it!
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I’ve heard from families here in San Diego where the hospital refuses to put covid on the patients’ charts because the patient is fully

vaccinated. The hospital is essentially enforcing a manipulation of the numbers where only 25% or less of the patients’ charts can

have covid on them if they’re fully vaccinated. Even though it’s the other way around in reality.
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#jamNjim It will probably also end civilization, unless it can crawl out of the pit after another million years. I too was amazed at reading

something that seemed as if it was copied right from my brain-board. He mentions the puppet masters whom 1 I feel is the epitome of

the snti-Christ. You forgot another of their offensive line Iran. Hard times ahead.
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Yeah, I forgot about Iran! Afghanistan's Taliban will probably join in as well and use the 80+ billion dollars worth of military

equipment Biden left there against us.
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Meanwhile there is another variant coming out of Asia. Have been banging this drum for it seems forever now. Why would anyone on

their right mind believe any of this ends with the exact same people who are orchestrating all of it still in positions of doing so? Where

IS the accountability? The deanition of insanity if ever there was one!
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What we are all experiencing right now is called Unrestricted Warfare, developed by the Chinese Communist Army for decades.

Everyone I know on every level realizes that our country is different now. So much closer to Totalitarianism. Every country in the world

has felt this change to some extent. This is only the beginning, be vigilant! Look at the island Nations like New Zealand, and Iceland,

and Australia, they are feeling more extreme versions of this, they are like a template for the next go-around! It's funny I have heard

those Nations are Prime real estate for post-apocalyptic bunkers! Perhaps those populations are being conditioned to host and serve

them!
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Ron Johnson and Panel on Covid Response : 'MSM Blackout Of Medical Doctors Pandemic Response Roundtable Is A Crime Against

Humanity ' freeworldnews.tv/watch
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It would be interesting to superimpose “all cause mortality” on the death numbers bar graph, especially in the older age groups. They

appear to get signiacant protection against severe Covid, yet I have seen data showing that the rate of adverse events increases with

age. Does anyone have quick access to the adverse event data?
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An exposé on Pazer & the media coverage on their massive, largest Pharma ane in history! How the sneaky such & so's manipulate the

coverage.  www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS3RvTglJ3s&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..
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“COVID shots are an abysmal failure” This depends on the true goal: (a) reduce contagion and death or (b) accomplish one of

Marxists’ or authoritarians’ long-term goals, ie, greatly reduce the world population, especially among the costly inarm and elderly.
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The Spectacular Failure of COVID mRNA GMO Shots: British data show the COVID GMO shots develop at warp speed without long

term safety trials are an abysmal failure, as COVID infection rates in the U.K. are higher among the “fully injected human GMO's ” in all

adult cohorts   Infection rates are also rising faster among the fully injected than in non GMO cohorts of all ages. All in all, these data

prove that vaccine passports and mandates are completely pointless.   Data from Scotland show more of the same. Double-jabbed

Scots are more likely to be admitted to the hospital for COVID than pure blood cohorts. Since Omicron became dominant, COVID case
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Scots are more likely to be admitted to the hospital for COVID than pure blood cohorts. Since Omicron became dominant, COVID case

rates are also lower among the pure bloods than among the single-, double- and even triple-jabbed.

 Internationally, journalists are now starting to try to switch the narrative away from cases, hospitalizations and deaths by pointing out

how unreliable these data are. What they don’t admit is that “dangerous misinformants” have highlighted these problems for two years

already.  Omicron is blowing huge holes in the pandemic narrative, as it predominantly affects the injected, thus proving mandates and

vaccine passports are irrational and useless. At this point, there is simply no question. The COVID mRNA GMO shots are an abysmal

failure in every way possible. Again and again, data analyses from around the world show a negative correlation between human GMO

injection rates and worsening infection rates among the GMO humans.
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One of the things I take away from this article is that Covid injections actually increase susceptibility to coronavirus and are

responsible for off target ill effects both immediately upon receipt of the vaccine and for years to come. A second important factor to

be considered when viewing the death and hospitalization rate for all age groups is that no graph or chart, even based on accurate

statistics can be meaningful unless they consider the ghost effect of the absence of early treatment. In other words among those who

were hospitalized or died, is this statistic agure even meaningful unless you consider that the majority of these people could have

been saved if they were not denied early treatment or otherwise adversely impacted by perverse anancial incentives offered to

hospitals to deny generic treatments and hospitalize people who could easily have been treated in the early stage of the disease.

This must be mentioned in any discussion about Covid death or hospitalization rates because it is a very large number. When

considering media coverage you also have to take into account the tremendous incuence of billions of pharma dollars spent to corrupt

the media, no doubt much of this money or more made it's way into political campaigns to buy support, making this investment in

mass killing a very proatable investment for the new world order, who having destroyed the economy and decimated or disabled the

population , can now buy trillions of dollars worth of assets at a discount.

www.theedgemarkets.com/article/pazer-inc-spent-us55m-social-media-adv..
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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When viewing the stats, remember, too, that those who have been jabbed within 14 days are also considered "unvaccinated".
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM
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The only thing making people sick is poison More poison more sickness. Detoxing and clean living is the only way to be healthy. God

made our bodies to heal. We can heal anything. We are made in His image. Stop fearing viruses. That sneezing, coughing, fever ext...

are all your body's way to detox. Stop the poison and detox and be well. Get off the virus mary-go-round and live free.

us02web.zoom.us/.../WN_rRP474vxQFW7UMdMceAHwA
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One other thought as to why case numbers are lower among the unvaccinated. I’m an unvaxed senior citizen. I had some strange, mild

symptoms in december and took ivermectin just in case. Two days later I was ane. I didn’t test. A week later my daughter thought she

had the cu. She also took ivermectin and knocked it out in a few days. She didn’t think it was Covid until a few days later when she lost

taste and smell. She never tested, either. Maybe we unvaxed get Covid just as often but don’t bother testing since we know how to

treat it. Thanks, Dr. Mercola!
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glennsgirltoo
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Thousands being killed in hospitals across the United States. This is not action.

www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/cood-of-hospital-death-reports-thousand..
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The thing is, if most of the global population is vaccinated, which they are in most major countries, then of course the rates of Covid

and Hospitalised covid patients are going to be higher with the vaccinated vs unvaxed, right? Wouldn’t that be the case? It still doesn’t

make the vaccines look good, but I’m not sure this is really an argument. I am not a scientist nor medical specialist nor data analyst

but I’m just thinking logically and stand to be corrected.
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One of the games played has been to accuse the unvaccinated of alling up the hospitals. But these stats tend to include all

hospitalization from BEFORE the shot was available. This greatly skewed the data and they have not changed it. Then they

changed the deanition of what it means to be vaccinated--1 shot, 2 shots, booster, etc. So if a person only had 1 shot he was not

considered to be vaccinated. Then 2 shots disqualiaed his vaccinated status. So the data was all a fraud. Now not talked about

much is how those who get really sick have extremely low Vit D levels and the hospitals do not treat with this vital nutrient.

Not remembering where I read it, but when a person has such low Vit D and is very sick mega doses of this nutrient are required

--like 150,000 IU immediately and, perhaps, for another day or 2 to quickly replete the body's store of this nutrient. And this

would be true for anyone of any age, babies excluded from this high dose but they are not getting this sickness. Of course

hospitals don;t test for deaciencies as health/healing is really not their goal--just reduced symptoms So we are left with the age

old goal of focusing on building health naturally and staying drug free for our safety.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shocking how immune to truth, & evasive w/regard to what it evidences, that society has been conditioned to become. This is

progressive relative to what?
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AndymAndym
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Why are we still pushing the “waning immunity” lie? How does a protein-speciac antibody for an antigen that is extinct confer

immunity? This lie is based on bad statistics. If 1000 people get jabbed and nobody gets sick on day one, you can say they have 100%

immunity. As time passes, more and more people will get sick; thus the illusion of “waning immunity.” By day 180, everyone has gotten

sick and we call this waning immunity? I call it abject vaccine failure. If I take a magic pill that makes me immune to getting hit by a

car, then cross a busy street once a day, then anally on day one-hundred I get creamed, can I say that the pill works great for the arst

99 days?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

AndymAndym - Why do you ask so many questions? And you included "context." Why are you asking questions when the

answers have already been provided?  HaHa - questions are the foundation of critical thinking. I have a MS in Engineering, and

never had a single lecture (maybe I missed that one) on the importance of questions. I'm good at asking questions and I listen

for the answers. I also listen to what is not being communicated. And I try very hard not to "fool" myself, but then I am the

easiest person to fool." (Richard Feynman) A doctor friend revealed that his path through medical school was getting very good

at taking tests. And he may have a photographic memory. So my question to him (I never presented it); "Did you learn to

evaluate and then heal your patients, or just become a conformist to medical dogma?"
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Bfr—I used to get in trouble at school for asking too many questions. I guess I never learned my lesson!!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

'Global-Elite Covid-15 Plannedemic-Genocide of mRNA and Nano-Razor Injections’ is the weaponization of gene therapy and nano

technology by the richest and the unhappiest for greed, wealth, land, depopulation, longevity, control, and to fulall Adolf Hitler's dream.

From activatehumanity.com/feed (James Purpura who's been interviewing Dr. David Martin) The late Dr. Andreas Noack of Germany

found graphene-razors (carbon hydroxide) in Covid jabs, he was murdered on November 27, 2021 -- 4 days after he published his

andings that stunned the world. Watch how aggressively graphene bits aggregate to each other like LEGO building blocks when

exposed to 5G radiation! ugetube.com/watch/this-is-how-graphene-reacts-when-exposed-to-5g-elect..

Watch 5G Apocalypse 153news.net/watch_video.php  75-page Fauci dossier, evidence to convict, Rand Paul had the evidence and the

power to arrest Fauci when Fauci lied in Congress, by Dr. David Martin www.bitchute.com/.../FBM2LKFfChuP

 ActivateHumanity.com/feed Here is what Dr. Martin has been waiting for: The AG of Texas Ken Paxton has aled a criminal lawsuit

(dated January 17, 2022) against many "actors" regarding the crimes against humanity = covid, shots, etc.

dailyexpose.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/US_criminal_complaint_januar..  Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician) ]

Good People of Earth -- stay strong and Unite! Nuremberg 2022 -- USA - England - Canada - Australia - New Zealand - South - Africa

Covid Genocide and Treason, prosecuting Australia's jab pushers www.bitchute.com/.../bu9y9tEA8y8u
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re: the criminal lawsuit AG Tx Ken Paxton - not entirely correct - a criminal complaint was aled by an individual with the Tx AG -

so far there is no evidence the AG has accepted the complaint and will investigate - here is link to Tx AG press releases page - if

he accepts and will investigate it will likely show up here: www.texasattorneygeneral.gov/.../releases
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tladyblue
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From the CDC's own data broken down by me to get a clearer picture:Total Comparisons:   2020 Covid deaths: 385,583. 2021 Covid

deaths: 446,196  > (60,613 more than 2020)  2020 : 3,090,371 ALL CAUSE deaths. (2,723,397 by Dec. > 366,974 increase in one month

after V-roll) 2021 : 3,347,794 ALL CAUSE deaths. >(257,423 Increase from 2020. > 624,397 since V-roll) From Sept 2020-Nov 2020. (3

month Covid deaths before Vax: 97,287 From Dec 2020-Feb 2021 (3 month Covid deaths after Vax: 252,024.     >154,737 Increase

From Sept 2020-Nov 2020 (3 month All cause deaths before Vax: 833,315 From Dec 2020-Feb 2021 (3 Month all cause after Vax:

1,022,808       >189,493 Increase Deaths according to Vaccine availability/administration Age 85+: From Sept -Nov 2020 Covid deaths

(3 month before Vax: 31,630 “ Dec 2020-Feb 2021 85+age group Covid deaths (3 mo after Vax: 76,281 > 44,651 Increase Age 65-84:

From Sept-Nov 2020 Covid deaths: (3 mo before Vax: 48,791 “ “ From Dec 2020-Feb 2021 Covid Deaths: (3 mo after Vax:    180,598   >

131,807 increase  Age 65-84 From Sept-Nov 2020 ALL CAUSE Deaths: (3 mo pre Vax: 380,748 “ “ From Dec 2020-Feb 2021 ALL

CAUSE deaths (3 mo after Vax:  468,407 > 87,659 Increase Age 65-84 Sept-Oct 2020 Covid deaths 2 mo Pre Vax and Boosters: 22,087

“ “ Sept-Oct 2021 Covid Deaths After Vax and Boosters:    46,293       > 24,206 Increase Age 65-84 Sept-Oct 2020 ALL CAUSE deaths

Pre Vax and Boosters: 234,698 “ “ Sept-Oct 2021 ALL CAUSE deaths After Vax and Boosters: 266,352     > 31,654 Increase

__________________ Age 50-64 Sept-Nov 2020 Covid deaths 3 mo Pre Vax and Boosters: 13,089 “ “ Dec 2020-Feb 2021 Cov deaths 3 mo

after Vax and Boosters: 37,281    > 24,192 Increase “ “ Sept-Nov 2020 All Cause deaths Pre Vax and Boosters :135,670 “ “ Dec

2020-Feb 2021 All cause deaths After Vax: 165,374         > 29,704 Increase TBC....
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Age 50-64 Feb-April 2021-Covid deaths Beginning of Vax before boosters: 17,718 “ “ Oct-Dec 2021 Covid deaths after Vax and

Booster: 25,565             > 7,847 Increase “ “ Feb- April 2021 ALL cause deaths beginning of Vax Pre Boosters: 139,630 “ “ Oct-

Dec 2021 ALL cause deaths after Vax and Booster: 136,507       < 3,123 Decrease* Age 18-29 2020 Covid deaths: 1,483 “ “ “

2021 Covid deaths: 3,616       >2,133 Increase Age 18-29 2020 All cause deaths: 63,403 “ ” “”””2021 All cause deaths: 64,844    

>1,441 Increase _________________________ Age 30-39 2020 Covid deaths: 4289 “ “ “ 2021 Covid deaths: 10,763        >6,474

Increase Age 30-39 2020 All cause dearths: 89,175 “ “ “ 2021 All cause deaths: 99,072        > 9,897 Increase

________________________________ Age 40-49 2020 Covid deaths: 11,325 “ “ “ 2021 Covid deaths: 24,847          > 13,522 Increase

Age 40-49 2020 All cause deaths: 133,318 “ “ “ 2021 All cause deaths: 148,176       >14,858 Increase
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, pretty much the same numbers I have. In other words, the vaccines killed more people in 2021 than Covid-19 did in 2020.
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These two links are interesting in connection to increased level of infection with the Delta and/or the Omicron variant.

www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.12.20.21267966v2.full.pdf  ~ www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.05.03.21256520v1
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www.naturalhealth365.com/most-hospitalized-patients-with-covid-fully-v..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I never took the jab and never will and for me it all started when i was a teen with a needle phobia thank you divine for giving me that

which has proved invaluable on another note check out https://benjaminfulford.net/  for some other good news about world events
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amen thanki you
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I just happened to look at Stephanie Seneff's article earlier today - after seeing this recently published study (13 Jan 2022).Proof that

spike protein causes prion disease? I would like to see if these same markers are elevated in jab injured people, especially those with

neurological symptoms, tho I'd also like to see a baseline of levels from jabbed people who have no symptoms.

alz-journals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../alz.12556  Comparison of serum neurodegenerative biomarkers among hospitalized COVID-19

patients versus non-COVID subjects with normal cognition, mild cognitive impairment, or Alzheimer's dementia Methods: Among

hospitalized COVID-19 patients without a history of dementia (N = 251), we compared serum total tau (t-tau), phosphorylated tau-181

(p-tau181), glial abrillary acidic protein (GFAP), neuroalament light chain (NfL), ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolase L1 (UCHL1), and

amyloid beta (Aβ40,42) between patients with or without encephalopathy, in-hospital death versus survival, and discharge home

versus other dispositions.

COVID-19 patient biomarker levels were also compared to non-COVID cognitively normal, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and

Alzheimer's disease (AD) dementia controls (N = 161). Results: Admission t-tau, p-tau181, GFAP, and NfL were signiacantly elevated in

patients with encephalopathy and in those who died in-hospital, while t-tau, GFAP, and NfL were signiacantly lower in those discharged

home. These markers correlated with severity of COVID illness. NfL, GFAP, and UCHL1 were higher in COVID patients than in

non-COVID controls with MCI or AD. Discussion: Neurodegenerative biomarkers were elevated to levels observed in AD dementia and

associated with encephalopathy and worse outcomes among hospitalized COVID-19 patients
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Surely the infection rates WILL be higher for the vaxxed because the majority of us here in the U.K have been vaccinated. The

important stats are severe illness and death rates, and time and again hospitals are reporting the majority of people in ICU are
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important stats are severe illness and death rates, and time and again hospitals are reporting the majority of people in ICU are

unvaxxed.
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I see you know nothing about statistics. There will be more vaxxed infected than unvaxxed. The rate of infection is still lower

among the unvaxxed. They put more unvaxxed people in the ICU on purpose. You trust the hospitals?
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Randyfast
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"Hospitals are reporting"...well; that seals it. That's what they're PAID to report! If the so-called "vaxxed" are getting infected;

then the injection obviously is NOT protecting them from anything - is it!
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jamNjim
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OK! In the UK, 75,003 people died from Covid-19 in 2021 with most of the population vaccinated and the variants that were

spreading around in 2021 were much milder than the variants of 2020. Yet in 2020, you had no vaccine, little to no therapeutics,

and only 73,621 people died from covid-19 in the UK. That's not the worst of it! As of yesterday, 5,292 have died from Covid-19

in 2022 in the UK. That's 221 deaths per day. At that current daily average, the UK is poised to have 80,483 covid-19 deaths in

2022. As of today, the UK has more vaccines available, tested treatment protocols, and multiple therapeutics for covid-19 and

more people are dying. In other words, the vaccines are a complete colossal failure! The vaccines are killing more people than

covid is. It's called genocide.
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jamNjim
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This should be the most shocking/alarming number of them all. I'm not doing any fuzzy math here. These are straight up

numbers. In 2020, the UK had only 2,482,719 Covid-19 "cases" for the ENTIRE YEAR!!! As of Jan 24th, 2022 the UK has

3,206,525 conarmed cases. So in 24 days you have more people that have contracted covid-19 in 2022 than you did the entire

year of 2020. That's the deanition of a FAILED vaccine! There's no spinning that. There's no fuzzy math/statistics that can

account for the fact that the UK has more people infected in the arst 24 days of 2022 than they did the entire year of 2020.

That's all thanks to a failed mRNA gene therapy (vaccine) that destroys your innate immune system.
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Maybe they should start looking at 5G radiation poisoning instead of the re-branded cu.
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MaxDuncan
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Most people have no idea how many 5G satellites are going to be in our atmosphere to support this insane and unnecessary

system: www.cellphonetaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/441449-Low-Earth..  The push for 5G is about proat and

money - it's always about money. AND it's about control (ie. the Great Reset and the Credit System using CryptoCurrency). The

"phone companies" AT&T, Verizon, etc. and the companies that supply them with the necessary technology see 5G as a way to

increase proats. www.forbes.com/sites/stephenmcbride1/2018/12/13/this-little-known-stoc..

 www.cnbc.com/2021/08/07/verizon-att-try-to-convince-americans-they-nee..  From the FCC - America's 5G Future:

https://www.fcc.gov/5G  Yet, the airlines & aviation community have signiacant safety concerns.

www.reuters.com/technology/exclusive-major-us-airline-ceos-urge-action..

 ph.news.yahoo.com/u-oIcials-ask-t-verizon-232514803.html  (Why does the head of the FAA have to ask a corporation to

delay implementation of a system that has obvious safety concerns? The FAA should be demanding those corporations prove it

is safe or it cannot be implemented.) The medical community should be shouting that it's not proven to be safe.

The public should demand proof of safety - meaning it does no harm - before it's allowed to be implemented.

iervn.ales.wordpress.com/2020/02/adverse-health-effects-of-5g-mobile-..

 www.drrobertyoung.com/post/adverse-health-effects-of-5g-mobile-network..  I urge all to advise your state and local

representatives about the safety concerns with 5G - talk to your neighbors about it - especially if they are proposing the

installation of a 5G tower in your neighborhood
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I read the entire report of reference#1 and could not and support of the arst claim in this article. Can someone point it out the page it's

on?
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The complete roster of live speakers at Defeat the Mandates March is still available on c-span. Speakers start at 13:45. Vid is long,

abut 3 hours, but worth it www.c-span.org/video
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Are these numbers per same sample size; ie, did they take 100,000 non vaxed and compare them to 100,000 vaxed? Seeing how there

are probably way more vaxed than unvaxed, it would stand to reason that the vaxed would have more infection since they represent the

majority of the population. But, if they are comparing the same sample size vaxed to unvaxed, this is huge news.
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Yes, the agures are rates per 100,000.
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There are way more vaxxed than unvaxxed. Therefore, there should be fewer covid-19 cases, and fewer deaths due to Covid-19.

Remember?? These jabs were supposed to reduce symptoms, hospitalizations, and deaths. All 3 went up, not down in 2021. So,

you basically just admitted the vaccines don't work. Any way you crunch the numbers it all adds up to a FAILED vaccine. Even if

only 10% of the population was vaccinated in 2021 there should have been fewer covid-19 deaths compared to 2020 where

there was no vaccine available. For starters, each variant that's followed the original has been less deadly. So if we had no

vaccine at all we should see fewer deaths, not more just like in S.

Africa where virtually no one is dying and they have one of the lowest vaccination rates on the planet. According to the data,

64% of the US is fully vaccinated right now. It was higher than that, but the CDC changed the deanition of fully vaccinated from

having both jabs to having both jabs and a booster. With 64% of the population fully vaccinated there should be MUCH LOWER

Covid-19 deaths. The fact is that 2021 had 477,446 Covid-19 deaths while 2020 only had 370,780 deaths. So 106,666 more

people died in 2021 than 2020 in the USA from covid-19. How can you conclude anything other than the vaccines are a total

colossal FAILURE with these numbers? That's not the worst of it! As of yesterday, 43,369 people have died from Covid-19 in the

USA in 2022! That's 1,807 deaths per day! Multiply that by 365 days and you have 659,570 COVID-19 DEATHS for 2022! You can

play fuzzy math with statistics until the cows come home, but it will not change the fact that more people are dying today from

Covid-19 with most of the population fully vaccinated than they did on any given day in 2020.

At this current rate, twice as many people in the USA could die from covid-19 in 2022 than they did in 2020 when we had no

vaccine and no therapeutics. We have both now.
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Do the "per 100,000" counts for the unvaxxed on the charts refer to "per100,00 unvaxxed people" or to "per 100,000 of the total

population"?  Imagine 90 out of 100 people in ICU were immunised. Imagine 2 of those 90 died of Covid, and 1 of the 10 unimmunised

people died. You could say that twice as many immunised people died.  But the percentage of immunised people dying would be much

lower - 1 in 45 (just over 2%) While the percentage of the unvaccinated would be 1 in 10 - or 10% ( These numbers are just to illustrate

how when a high proportion of people are immunised, you can have a lower personal risk of dying even when the total numbers seem

to suggest otherwise)
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Excellent point, Lizzie! Its a numbers game, like the reporting of relative risk over actual risk. Fancy footwork, smoke and

mirrors.
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The hospitals have different protocols for vaccinated vs unvaccinated. They kill relatively (not absolutely) more unvaccinated on

purpose. Mercola is talking about “RATES”, this means per X number of people. Vaccines do not protect you against anything. If

you have low oxygen levels the best you can do for yourself is hyperbaric oxygen therapy. You will not and health in the hospital.
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Well, then it appears the main way the vaxxed were "immunized" is by inducing an immune system reaction that is not very

effective against COVID.
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Not with the herd. About a week ago I sensed the feeling in most was ‘things are getting better’; but why could I not feel this? In fact I

was feeling just the opposite. The individuals that are in power and control have failed miserably as leaders and more so as examples

of the human race. Yesterday I read an article that paralleled and went mire with my vision, scary. I would link it; but do not want to

frighten anyone. For those that like to have a ‘maybe’, its on naturalnews, called “where you going to be when the bombs start”

Comparing it to events, it is s scary future.
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Yeah, I read that. I was a little shocked that someone put into a report what I was thinking for the past week! It's scary times.

The fact that Biden is sending 8,500 troops to the Ukraine says it all. If we get involved with that and try to block Russia, China

will either get involved and aid Russia or they will invade Taiwan. In either scenario, WW3 is likely to occur. N. Korea will

obviously back Russia and China. It appears that Germany could turn its back on the USA and join Russia! Putin knows all of

this and is taking advantage of the fact that we have a compromised President that not only is mentally unat, but has personal

interest in China (concicts of interest). If Russia were ever to attack the Ukraine, now is the time. Look on the bright side. This

will end the Covid-19 hysteria!
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used only in a not-for-proat format. If any other use is desired, permission in writing from Dr. Mercola is required.
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